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10:00 AM Idol Anime Lesson 101: Love Live! School Idol Project Model Poses For Cosplayers Body Recomp for Cosplay 201: Completing Your 
Transformation

10:00

Ever wanted to check out Love Live! School Idol Festival 
but have no idea where to start? At Idol Anime Lesson 

101 we will learn all about it and you may walk about as 
a love live enjoyer!

Your cosplay is done and you've booked your 
photographer, but how do you pose when you get to the 
shoot? Masha Cosplays has been a professional model 

for 10+ years and is here to help take your cosplay 
poses to the next level! From basic looks to large props, 

we'll cover it all!

This panel goes beyond basic principles and concepts to 
discuss the more complex details of a fitness and 

nutrition regimen that takes a person from looking “fit” 
to leveling up and getting the arms of a Saiyan, abs like 
Asta, a waist like Tifa, or the thighs of an Earthbender.

10:30 Genshin Games 10:30

Step into the vast magical world of… game shows! Sit in 
any musical chair, duel others in a game of kahoot, and 
glide over into some charades. Who knows what type of 

treasures await you?

11:00 Fanfiction Mix Up! Guess that Anime Opening!!! 11:00

Two random characters, one random prompt, and a new 
author every few minutes. Join us to contribute to these 
chaotic combinations or come to hear the resulting fics 

read aloud.

Do you jam out to the openings of your animes? Do you 
think you can put that to the test? Then come show your 

anime music expertise in our epic showdown!!! 11:30 FF7R Fan Discussion Panel 11:30

A Final Fantasy 7 Remake panel with FF7 fan and 
cosplayer, Ryosuke91kc, where he will be talking about 

his and everyone's feelings on the game. Feel free to 
come and share how you feel about the game and where 

you think the game will be headed!

12:00 PM Moving Stories Forward Working With Cosplay Photographers: From Booking to 
Printing Photos Idol ♡ Nani: 3rd Live SUN-SHINE! 12:00 AM
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Join Webtoon Canvas creators Mikachu0, Syvuiene, and 
X-SAMA as they talk about how to make an engaging 

storyline to capture your audience. Whether you want to 
turn your ideas into a comic or book, they will share 

insight how to move forward and make your story come 
to life.

You've finished your cosplay and now you're ready to get some amazing 
images of it! But how do you find a photographer? What are rates? How 
do you know who to work with? Masha Cosplays is a professional model 

with over 10 years experience working with photographers in both the 
cosplay and modeling worlds. She'll walk you through the photoshoot 

process from booking your photographer all the way to rights for printed 
photos, and everything in between during this panel. 

Idol♡Nani will be presenting her 3rd live performance as 
Aqours! Nani is a solo Love Live idol performer from the 
DFW area! All idol or Love Liver enjoyers should come on 

out and support! Get your penlight ready for a great & 
energetic performance!

12:30 12:30

1:00 Ask a 90s kid Demon Slayer ft: Life Sized Nezuko Box
                        
                        
                        

1:00

jojo's bizarre adventure
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A follow up to ask an 80s kid, the audience asks 
questions to people who were born and living 
during the 90s while playing 90s based videos

Welcome Demon Slayers, demons, and fans of the 
award-winning series Demon Slayer! Come visit 
our Meetup and Q&A, get pictures with the life-

sized Nezuko box, and play games to win prizes 
with fellow Demon Slayer Fans! 

1:30 Genshin impact cosplay meet up & game night Sample 1:30

Come join the fun for a Genshin Impact meet up! 
Bring your best cosplay for a game night with your 

favorite characters!

This sample goes from 1:30PM-2:30PM. No real panel 
during this time, this is just to represent how the time is 

shown in this schedule.

2:00 So You Want To Be A Content Creator? How To 
Keep Up With A Creating Schedule Breaking Into Hobbyist Voice Acting! 2:00 B
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The life of a content creator seems fun and exciting but there's 
a lot that goes on behind what we see on our social media 

feeds. Join Masha Cosplays as she covers how to create and 
keep up with a consistent content creation schedule. You'll 
learn how to keep your fans engaged and coming back for 

more, without overwhelming yourself and giving yourself the 
space you need not to burn out. 

Have you ever thought voice acting would be fun, 
but didn’t know where to start? Are you interested 

in a collaborative hobby that you can do from 
home? Then this panel is for you! Come discover 
how to get started, where to find roles, and much 

more!

2:30 Anime in America: From Speed Racer to Space 
Dandy It’s Idol Time!!! 2:30

America has been importing Those Weird Asian Cartoons for 
longer than most of us have been alive, and the journey from 
animation cel to your television or computer has been longer 
and more storied than you might think. Join Vitamin H as we 

explore the history of anime as seen from this side of the 
Pacific, from black-and-white television shows of the 1960s

through the rise of Toonami and the fall of Geneon and ADV.
Welcome to Elements of an IDOL, where you learn 

everything about the idol world, from fashion, 
beauty and health to social media and 

performance styles. While idols have the same 
goal, each idol does things differently and sets out 
on making their own image. Here, you will not only 
learn about idols, but get an exclusive hands-on 

performance from rookie idol, Lady Kitsune.

3:00 3D Printing In Cosplays Spider-verse Talk Q&A 3:00 G
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Join 3D Printing CEO and Cosplay Artist 
1WeekRush in showing the process of making 3D 
printed armor and props for cosplay! The panel will 

cover everything from best design & printing 
techniques, finishing techniques, painting 

techniques and more.

Join me cosplaying as Miles while we talk about 
into the Spider-verse and your favorite friendly 

neighborhood spidermen!

3:30 3:30

4:00 Would You Rather? A Game of Anime and Absurd 
Debates Kpop Kahoot Game with 1taKe! 4:00 H
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Would you rather be quirkless and loved or 
powerful but hated? Would you rather live in the 

world of Demon Slayer or Attack on Titan? Would 
You Rather join us for a panel of goofy would you 
rather questions, featuring your favorite anime or 

miss out on this awesome panel?

Are you a fan of K-pop? Love the groups and their 
songs? Then come join us for our Kahoot game. 

Have some fun, maybe hear some jokes, and win 
some prizes!

4:30 4:30

5:00 Name that Weapon: Enter the Gungeon Hanahearts: Idol Fest! 5:00
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Do you like guns in media? Test your metal  with 
this Quiz Show about all the guns that can enter 

the fight in this unforgiving Roguelike.

Hanahearts Idol club is inviting you to join us for 
our first ever group debut for an hour of fun, 

festivities, and more brought to you by the girls of 
Otonokizaka High, Muse. 

5:30 Webtoon 101 5:30

Are you interested in making your own web comic? 
Join Webtoon Canvas creators Mikachu0, X-
SAMA, and Syvuiene to discuss everything 

involved with creating a comic on Webtoon! They 
will be covering scripts, storyboarding, publishing, 

and answering any questions. 

6:00 Gettin' Ghibli With It Body Recomp for Cosplay 301: The Secrets to 
Getting Gains (Muscular Hypertrophy)

6:00

A different take on a typical Studio Ghibli panel that 
focuses less on the films themselves and more on the 
magic behind the wonder of the “Japanese Disney” - a 

Kingdom of Dreams and Madness two legendary 
animators worked themselves (and those around them) 

to the bone to create.

In this panel, we discuss the most important 
principles for getting gains, what the process 

usually looks and feels like, and why it’s different 
than general fitness.  Using examples of popular 

protagonists, we reveal some of the secrets hiding 
in plain sight in some of the most popular modern 

anime.

6:30 Got it Memorized? Kingdom Hearts Trivia! 6:30

How much of Kingdom Hearts do YOU got 
memorized? Earn the Mark of Mastery while 

wielding your keyblade of knowledge on Dream 
Eaters, Nobodies, Heartless, and the Door to 

Darkness in this fun and exciting trivia game show.

7:00 7:00
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7:30 Danganronpa V3 game night Cosplay karaoke 7:30

In this panel we will be having an interactive 
Kahoot, along with a in character q and a, as well 
as a few Danganronpa version of Charades. We 

will also be holding a raffle and giving away prizes 
to the winners.

Cosplay karaoke, sing anime intros from your 
cosplay or just have fun and do karaoke battles!

8:00 1taKe's Kpop Random Dance 8:00

Hi! We are 1taKe. Our panel is a kpop random 
dance play. So come out and dance to your 

favorite kpop songs. There will also be prizes for 
people who know the most songs and dancers 

who stand out to our members. Hope to see you 
there! :)

8:30 Lewd Posing 101 (18+) Toons that Go Bump in the Night 8:30

Love Life

Creating lewd cosplay content? Let's make your 
photos stand out from the others! Masha Cosplays 
has 10+ years experience as a professional model 

and will teach you her sexiest posing tips, from 
knowing how to pose your body to being 

comfortable in lewd looks. 

A look at the darker side of anime, showcasing 
everything from gothic gloom to high-octane thrillers, 
traditional yokai to unspeakable Lovecraftian beasts. 

Whether you're a seasoned horror fan who's looking for 
new nightmare fuel or just a regular otaku who'd like to 
try something different, there'll be something here for 

you to love.

9:00 9:00

9:30 How to shoot Sexy cosplay for social media (18+) Gaming Horror Stories 2 Q&A (18+) Sk8 the infinity: Sleepover Shenanigans Never Have I Ever: Anime Edition (18+) 9:30

I will be covering several subjects on how to get 
the perfect shot with a live demonstration. I will 
discuss how to take amazing regular & cosplay 
photos along with sexy cosplay photoshoots for 

your platforms. Things that will be covered will be 
lighting, angles, cameras, and simple edits to give 
you amazing results. I will also answer questions 
on how to work with photographers and anything 
questions people may have photography or video-

related.

Like horror games? Like some blood and gore on 
the side? Stop by and discuss your horror stories 

and experiences on certain games. 

After hours of skating and love triangles, we all 
want to wind down and relax a little, and this is 
your perfect opportunity to do so! Join us for 

sleepover-esque Sk8 the infinity panel! There will 
be games, prizes, and pretty boys to keep you 

laughing and entertained through the night!

Let’s play the classic game of Never Have I Ever: 
Risqué Anime Edition! From binging High School 
DxD for you-know-what to buying a body pillow to 
finally be able to hold your waifu in bed at night, 
we all have embarrassing (or not) confessions to 

put out there!

10:00 10:00

10:30 10:30

11:00 Hilarious Hentai Dubs (18+) 11:00

Experience the world of outrageously over-the-top 
adult anime dubbing. Whether it's bizarre lines, 

contrived plots, insane innuendos, or just plain bad 
acting, you're sure to laugh out loud as we bask in 

the madness of some of the best(?) English-
dubbed scenes from adult anime.

11:30 11:30
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